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Science Drivers (1)

- Current direct detection experiments 
have made great progress in increasing 
sensitivity to dark matter interactions. 

- G2 experiments will further constrain 
this space, but fall short of the 
neutrino floor. 

- Provides opportunities for R&D in 
large detectors to explore this final 
frontier.
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P5 identified the new physics of dark matter as one of six science drivers in its 
most recent report.
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Science Drivers (2)
- Much work has gone into looking for the 
canonical WIMP 

- No evidence from direct searches and no 
evidence of SUSY from LHC 

- If we broaden our perspective by loosening 
our cosmology or theory priors, we still have 
reasonable dark matter candidates — many 
with lower masses (1 MeV - 10 GeV)! 

- There is theoretical work that indicate that 
very light dark matter may interact more like 
waves (QCD axions and ALPs). 

- Exploration of these candidates provides 
opportunities for R&D in developing new 
technologies.
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US Cosmic Visions:  arXiv:1707.04591
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Science Drivers (3)
- If the dark matter particle has mass 

above the TeV scale - indirect 
detection techniques may be the most 
feasible discovery technology. 

- Searching for signals of dark matter 
annihilations or decays in multiple 
source classes across the sky. 

- Increasing the sensitivity of indirect 
detection experiments to these 
sources provides opportunities for 
R&D.
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PRDs - Preliminary
1. R&D on methods to extend the investments of DOE in G2 experiments to cover new 

physics reach to the neutrino floor. 

-Examples from Liquid Noble Experiments: 

-Reduction of backgrounds would require a combination of R&D and engineering (e.g. 
distillation of LXe, Crystalline Xe, production & purification LAr, grid emission of electrons) 

-Improve photon collection efficiency would require some R&D. 

-Key Challenge:  Quantum-enhanced photoproduction and photodetection over the full 
frequency spectrum 

-Reduction of backgrounds is a key challenge for dark matter detection AND for 0νββ 
decay searches.  Qubits are decohered by radioactive backgrounds.  Progress in this area 
would have great impact across the Office of Science.  

-Key Challenge:  Reach instrumental and radioactive background levels below 
astrophysical neutrino irreducible backgrounds.
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2. Lower thresholds to probe particle dark matter candidates with very small 
mass. 

- R&D need to further study exploitation of low energy excited states in 
materials (i.e. quasiparticle excitations in superconductors and superfluids, 
vibrational modes in molecules, and electron-hole pairs in narrow gap 
semiconductors) 

- As energy thresholds decrease —> calibration and background mitigation 
challenges will appear.  Hence, R&D in these areas are also needed. 

- Key Challenge:  Sub-eV and below the standard quantum limit detectors 

- Key Challenge: Advanced semi-conductor detectors and devices  

PRDs - Preliminary
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PRDs - Preliminary
3. Improved angular resolution for point source identification (to reduce astrophysical 

backgrounds) and greater scalability to weak sources for indirect detection experiments. 

- R&D needed to scale existing technology for use in future experiments, reducing cost per 
channel, data volume and rate, and instrument  infrastructure. 

- New technologies beyond silicon tracking are needed to scale necessary detection area at 
reasonable cost. 

- A future space based telescope could be based on scintillators, fiber-based trackers and 
calorimeters.  This requires R&D into low dark count photodetectors with sufficiently high 
sensitivity to ultraviolet. 

-Key Challenge:  Quantum-enhanced photoproduction and photodetection over the full 
frequency spectrum 

- Key Challenge:  5D Calorimetry over five orders of dynamic range 

- Key Challenge:  The ultimate undetectable charged particle tracker
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PRDs - Preliminary
4. Develop quantum sensor technology needed to propel the entire QCD 

axion band. (See Quantum Sensor Talk) 

- R&D is needed to improve sensitivity beyond the standard quantum limit for 
electromagnetic-coupling to QCD axions with mass between new and ~ 100 
μeV. 

- New photon counting techniques are need to detected electromagnetic 
coupling to QCD axions about ~100 μeV. 

- New quantum protocols are necessary for the detection of short-range spin-
dependent interactions above ~ 1 μeV. 

- Key Challenge:  Sub-eV and below the standard quantum limit detectors
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PRDs - Preliminary
5. Next Generation High-Q Resonators 

- Next generation experiments also propose to combine signals from 
large arrays of cavities operating in parallel. 

- They will poses challenges in terms of tuning and materials selection 
to maintain high-Q 

- They will also require the development of new, high channel-count 
cryogenic electronics.   

- New techniques for building these devices will be required and 
paradigm-shifting new techniques, such as active resonant digital 
feedback 

- Key Challenge:  Sub-eV and below the standard quantum limit 
detectors
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PRD - Preliminary
6. Identification of New Materials, Quantum Materials for Dark Matter 

Detection 

-R&D into new materials such as Dirac materials, polar materials  and 
topological insulators could allow the investigation of dark matter 
candidates in the sub-MeV range.
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didate material for light dark matter detection, has a 4
times lower cross section, despite having a higher energy
transfer e�ciency [15].

An additional consideration, as with other DM search
media, is the impact degraded alphas will have on the
background spectrum for diamond detectors. These al-
phas are not necessarily intrinsic to diamond, but instead
originate from high energy decays in the detector housing
which produce an alpha particle. If moderated, this al-
pha particle can deposit a small amount of energy at the
surface of a detector and, if not fiducialized, could lead
to a smooth, DM-like background which is hard to reject.
This is distinctly di↵erent than the neutron background,
which is irreducible and isotropic, but this background
is unlikely to be rejectable without full fiducialization
ability. Both designs are, in principle, capable of some
degree of position reconstruction in three dimensions, ei-
ther taking advantage of anisotropic charge propagation
or phonon di↵usion [55], but a more quantitative state-
ment would depend on the specific design chosen. It is,
on the other hand, possible to reduce this background by
careful design of the detector housing with high-purity
copper and similar materials as is being done for the next
generation of DM experiments (see e.g. Ref. [21]).

IV. SENSITIVITY PROJECTIONS

In this section we discuss the reach of diamond de-
tectors for absorption of bosonic dark matter (IVA),
detection of electron-recoiling dark matter (IVB), and
nuclear-recoil dark matter (IVC). We do not necessarily
assume a particular detector design out of those described
in this paper, but instead rely on them as a proof of
principle that the detection thresholds we employ in our
projections are realistic. The exception is for the purely
calorimetric measurement described in Section IVC, in
which the exact threshold will impact the physics reach
of the detector. In all other cases we assume sub-electron
thresholds, in which case the actual threshold value is not
important in the background-free limit. We will consider
projections with background-free exposures from 1 gram-
day to 1 kg-year, corresponding to the exposure possible
with a first-generation R&D detector up to a large-scale
diamond-based experiment.

For all of our reach calculations, the local dark matter
density ⇢� is taken to be 0.3 GeV/cm3; the dark mat-
ter is assumed to follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity
distribution [78] with mean velocity of 220 km/sec and
escape velocity of 500 km/sec. All our projections are
95% C.L. which corresponds to 3 signal events.

A. Dark Matter Absorption

We begin with the potential of diamond detectors to
probe bosonic dark matter via an absorption process.
The rate for DM absorption (in counts per unit time per
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FIG. 4. Projected reach at 95% C.L. for absorption of kineti-
cally mixed dark photons with mass > 1 meV. The solid black
curves indicate the expected reach for a kg-year exposure of
diamond. Projected reach for germanium and silicon [45],
Dirac materials [10], polar crystals [12], molecules [79] and
superconducting aluminum [9] targets are indicated by the
dotted curves. Constraints from stellar emission [80, 81],
DAMIC [82], SuperCDMS [70] and Xenon [81] data are shown
by the shaded orange, green, purple and blue regions, respec-
tively.

unit mass) is given by

Rabs =
1

⇢T

⇢�
m�

hnT�absvreliDM , (15)

where ⇢T is the target mass density, ⇢� is the DM mass
density, m� is the DM mass, nT is the number density of
the target, �abs is the absorption cross section, and vrel
is the relative velocity between the DM and the target.
By relating the absorption cross section of DM to that

of photons, it is possible to translate measurements of
optical conductivity in the material into the projected
reach for DM absorption. For photons, the optical con-
ductivity is related to the absorption cross section via the
optical theorem:

hnT�absvreli� = �
Im⇧(!)

!
= ! Im✏r , (16)

Here ! is the energy of the incoming photon, and ⇧(!)
the in-medium polarization tensor in the relevant limit
of |q| ⌧ !. For DM absorption, the incoming energy
is ! ⇠ m� and the incoming momenta |q| ⇠ 10�3m�,
such that the longitudinal and transverse parts of the
polarization tensor are roughly equal and ⇧L ⇡ ⇧T ⌘

⇧ = !2(1� ✏r), with ✏r the complex permittivity, related
to the complex index of refraction ñ via ✏r = ñ2 = (n +
ik)2. The sensitivity of the material to absorption of
DM is thus obtained by relating the absorption process
of DM to that of photons in the material through the
permittivity.

Projected reach for absorption of kinematically mixed photons 
illustrating the potential for germanium, silicon, Dirac 
materials, polar crystals, molecules, and superconducting 
aluminum targets. arXiv:1901.07569

- Key Challenge:  Sub-eV and below the 
standard quantum limit detectors 
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PRDs - Preliminary
7. Single photon counters from near-infrared to microwave: 

- Future searches for axions using electric field measuring techniques will become 
limited by the quantum noise that is a consequence of the non-commutative nature of 
measurements of the amplitude and phase of the field (“Standard Quantum Limit). 

- New photon counting techniques are need to detected electromagnetic coupling to 
QCD axions about ~100 μeV. 

- A dramatic improvement in technological capability such as this can be expected to 
have impacts well beyond the field of high energy physics.  

- Key Challenge:  Quantum-enhanced photoproduction and photodetection over 
the full frequency spectrum 

-Key Challenge:  Quantum-enhanced photoproduction and photodetection over 
the full frequency spectrum
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PRDs - Preliminary
8. Background mitigation 

- Backgrounds will continue to play a key role as dark matter experiments make progress in the 
next 5 - 20 years. 

- R&D opportunities might include:  Material handling, material cleaning (polymers, purification 
LXe and LAr, ),material production (underground fabrication, sourcing of raw materials), 
measurement techniques for trace background analysis, identification of intrinsic backgrounds 
(acoustic sensors or other specialized instrumentation) and environmental controls. 

- R&D may be needed to understand energy transport mechanisms in the 0.1 - 10 eV range 
(plasmons, interbank transitions and phonons) for potential “scattering” style detector concepts. 

-Reduction of backgrounds is a key challenge for dark matter detection AND for 0νββ 
decay searches.  Qubits are decohered by radioactive backgrounds.  Progress in this area 
would have great impact across the Office of Science.  

-Key Challenge:  Reach instrumental and radioactive background levels below astrophysical 
neutrino irreducible backgrounds.
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PRDs - Preliminary
9. High-field, cost-effective superconducting magnets. 

- Cavity-based axion searches rely on high-field magnets.  

- Their is a synergy between the upsurge in interest in commercial Fusion 
reactors that has increased R&D in developing high-field, high-Tc 
superconducting magnets and the R&D needs of next generation large, 
high-field magnets. 

- This has impact for the accelerator community.  Developments inside 
the accelerator community could have impacts here.  Isn’t this a key 
challenge?
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Facilities - Preliminary

1. Ubiquitous cryogenics for cooling superconducting sensors 

- Many new detector technologies, including space-based detectors, operate 
at sub-Kelvin temperatures. 

- Developing cost-effective and scalable methods to reach sub-Kelvin 
temperature would make these new technologies more accessible for R&D 
and allow implementation on scales that are currently unachievable.  

- Ways to enable cost-effective R&D — think an order of magnitude cost 
reduction in a cryogenic fridge, but we have no idea how to do it. 
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Direct detection landscape(s)
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credit:  John Orrell, 
adapted from DM BRN
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credit:  DM BRN
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Notional Timeline
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